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BRIEF IN REPLY FOR PETITIONER AND APPELLANT.

The order appealed from was either final or inter-

locutory. There is no middle ground. It must be treated

as being either the one or the other.



If it was final, then it was necessarily and by the

very terms of the Alaska Code appealable.

Tornanses vs. Melsing, 106 Fed., 775, 783-4.

If it was not final, then it was in the very terms of said

code "an interlocutory order dissolving an injunction,"

from which in "express terms," an appeal is authorized.

Tornanses vs. Melsing, 106 Fed., 784.

Ridgely vs. Wilmer, 55 Atl., 489.

Upon either view this Court has jurisdiction to dis-

pose of the whole case.

Harriman vs. Northern Securities Co., 197 U. S.,

287.

And in so disposing of it, from the very fact that it is

appealable, this Court must have the power and it is its

duty to decide whether the order appealed from was "an

improper one and will seriously prejudice the rights" of

appellants, and if so to reverse and set it aside.

As said by Justice Bradley in Farmers' Loan and

Trust Co., 129 U. S., 206, that the order complained of

being final in the matter to which it relates, and being

made since the final decree it vacated, and not review-

able on appeal from that decree, it may well be review-

ed here on appeal from the order.

In Kenaday vs. Edwards, 134 U. S., 124 the order is



expressly described as issued on "application at the

same term."

Once it is ascertained that an order or judgment is ap-

pealable, that is, subject to review by another Court or

tribunal, there can be no contention that such order or

judgment is "discretionary" in the sense that it can not

be reviewed and set aside. This is a self-evident propo-

sition. The term "discretionary" is often used in the ex-

treme sense that the decision is conclusive and final; and

this by many writers is conceived to be the only exact

and apropriate use of the term "judicial discretion."

Obviously, it is not applicable to appealable orders or

decisions, because such are daily affirmed or reversed on

appeal. In all such cases, the rule is as stated by Chief

Justice Marshall, that "judicial power as contradistin-

" guished from the power of the laws has no existence.

" Courts are the mere instruments of the law and can

" will nothing. When they are said to exercise a discre-

" tion, it is a mere legal discretion, a discretion to be ex-

" ercised in discerning the course prescribed by law ; and

" when it is discovered, it is the duty of the Court to fol-

" low it. Judicial power is never exercised for the pur-

" pose of giving effect to the will of the judge."

Osborn vs. U. S. Bank, 9 Wheaton, 866.

Harris vs. Harris, 13 Grattan, 15-16.

Ross vs. Saunders, 105 Fed., 917.

The right of appeal is necessarily a restriction of the



action of the lower Court "to the application of legal

principles"; and the exercise of "judicial discretion"

would render the law giving the appeal a dead letter.

Sharp vs. Greene, 62 Pac, 150.

So in cases of specific performance. The granting of

it is often said to be discretionary. But "it would be a

" great mistake to suppose that the discretion indicated

" has in it aught of arbitrary caprice; it is a regulated

" and judicial discretion, governed by established rules

" of equity."

2 Minor s Inst., 784.

Consequently all that such cases as Hume vs. Bowie

decide is that certain orders are not appealable ; but that

other orders of exactly the same kind are appealable and

therefore not discretionary.

There is nothing in the dictum in Phillips vs. Negley

in regard to the discretionary nature of the power to

grant new trials at the same term in law cases, inconsist-

ent with this. The only question there involved and de-

cided was as to the power of Courts to grant a new trial

after the term, and whether the order could be reviewed

on a writ of error. If, as said, such an order made dur-

ing the term could not be so reviewed, it is simply be-

cause questions of fact in law cases can not be so re-

viewed, and because no appeal or writ of error in such

cases has been provided for by law. But even in law

lips vs. Negley, 117 U. S., 671, the statement hardly



amounted to a dictum. The expression was : The conse-

quence may (that is, simply for the sake of argument)

be admitted, etc. But even in law cases such discretion

is not absolute. Where a writ of error lies, a reversal

may always be had for abuse of discretion resulting in

deprivation of rights.

O'Connell vs. Pennsylvania Co., 118 Fed., 991-

992.

The appellate Court must consider whether the legal

discretion of the Court below has been properly exer-

cised, even though that involves a question of sufficiency

in fact of evidence; and even though the appeal is from

a judge who had the opportunity of seeing the witnesses

and hearing them testify.

Metropolitan vs. Moore, 121 U. S., 572-575.

In re Curtis, 100 Fed., 785.

Even the discretionary power of granting a continu-

ance may be reviewed if abused.

Isaacs vs. U. S., 159 U. S., 489.

But in cases of appeals in equity the Court is con-

fronted by no such technicality. There the decisions ap-

pealed from are never discretionary in the extreme

sense; but may always be re-examined in the appellate

Courts.

U. S. vs. Detroit, 26 Sup. Ct. Rep., 284.



"By a writ of error only questions of law are brought

" up for review, as in actions at common law, while by

" an appeal, except when specially provided otherwise,

" the entire case, on both law and facts, is to be recon-

" sidered."

In re Neagle, 135 U. S., 42.

La Abra vs. U. S., 175 U. S., 464-5.

Even though matters of discretion can not, generally

speaking, be ground for reversal, still in an equity case,

as the whole case is before the appellate Court, it can

render such a decree as it may deem proper to prevent

injustice being done.

U. S. vs. Rio Grande, 184 U. S., 422.

And that this is one of the cases where the appellate

Court should review the action below and reverse it be-

cause the burden of proving the fraud alleged was not

sustained by evidence of the requisite character.

See:

Briggs vs. Neal, 120 Fed., 229.

Rust vs. United Water Works Co., 70 Fed., 129.

The power to vacate a decree has in it nothing more

of arbitrary caprice than that of granting specific per-

formance, which is, generally speaking, considered dis-

cretionary; but such action is always reviewable.

Irrespective of the injunction feature of the decree



vacated, the vacating order was final and appealable.

As a separate and independent matter, it sought to fi-

nally determine and dispose of all the rights of the Mio-

cene Company growing out of the compromise agree-

ment judicially sanctioned and confirmed by the final

decree it vacated and held for naught. As to those

rights the order finally and forever dismissed the Mio-

cene Company and eliminated it from the litigation.

Adapting the language of the Court in Farmers'

Loan and Trust Company, 129 U. S., 215, it changed

the relation of this company to the property, and dis-

placed its rights as settled by the decree vacated.

Quoad those rights and as to all equities arising out

of the compromise and decree, the order denied the

company all relief in the suit in which the amended

pleadings it struck out were filed and determined all

those rights therein. As to all those matters treated by

the order as distinct from the original subject of liti-

gation, this order completely determines them.

Rust vs. United Water Works Co., 70 Fed., 132.

In principle, this case differs in no whit from that

applied in cases of intervention. If a motion to be al-

lowed to intervene in a pending suit be denied, under

circumstances, there may be no right of appeal. In

other words, the denial may be said to be the exercise

of a discretionary power. But even such a denial may

be reviewed and the order reversed on a proper showing
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of abuse of discretion, and appeals are often sustained

from such orders.

Minot vs. Mastin, 95 Fed., 739.

U. S. vs. Phillips, 107 Fed., 824.

But in all cases where the motion to intervene is

granted, and then afterwards the intervention is stricken

out or dismissed, the last order is final and in no sense

discretionary and an appeal lies as a matter of right.

This is expressly decided in Gumbel vs. Pitkin, 113

U. S, 548.

Equally in point is Hamlin vs. Toledo, 78 Fed., 667-

672, where the distinction between an order refusing

leave to intervene, and one which, after allowing the

intervention, dismisses the pleadings from the cause, is

said to be material and that in the latter case the action

of the Court is subject to review. In that case, respond-

ent's affidavits were said to have been improperly filed

and were disregarded.

By a perfect parity of reasoning the action of the

Court in this case, in striking out the pleadings on affi-

davits and eliminating from the cause the matters al-

ready allowed to be introduced, and especially in vacat-

ing a final decree establishing the rights of the Mio-

cene Company thus put in issue, wras erroneous and sub-

ject to be reviewed and revised on appeal.

See, also:

Louisville vs. Louisville, 84 Fed., 541, and the

opinion of Justice Brewer in the same case reported



in 174 U. S., 684, and following, in which case the

Supreme Court reversed the decision reported in 84

Fed.

According to the principles laid down in that case,

if the Court below, after the amended pleadings were

allowed to be filed, had instead of rendering the decree

it afterwards vacated, and without proceeding regularly

to take testimony on and in due course disposing of all

the issues made by the pleadings as amended, made an

order striking out the amended pleadings, that order

would have been final, appealable and erroneous and

would have been reversed. Surely the circumstance

that the order not only struck out the amended plead-

ings, but also a decree adjudicating all claims made

thereby in favor of the Miocene Company, can not vary

the result, but must a fortiori necessitate the reversal.

The cause being properly before this Court on an ap-

peal in equity, for consideration de novo, on questions

of both law and fact, it is only necessary to show either

error or abuse of discretion.

As in this case, everything which was before the trial

judge is before this Court, which has exactly and fully

and precisely every facility for correctly and accurately

arriving at exact justice, which can be attributed to

the Court below. We submit that properly speaking

no question of discretion can arise; but that this

Court should put itself in the place of the trial judge

and decide the case as it would have decided it in a case

of original rather than appellate jurisdiction. As to
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questions of law this must be conceded, and as to ques-

tions of fact, there is absolutely no reason why this

Court should hesitate to decide them de novo, or why

it should defer to any possible or imagined findings of

fact below. It is not like a case of two concurrent find-

ings by lower tribunals, nor a case where any assistance

could be given to the trial judge by reason of seeing or

hearing witnesses or where he can be said to have had

any advantages from observing their demeanor. The

pleadings speak the same language here as below and

the printed affidavits in the record give all the informa-

tion to this Court the written affidavits did to the Court

below.

Now, first, we submit, there is thus disclosed a pal-

pable error, at the very least, a clear abuse of discretion

in entertaining at all the motion to vacate on ex parte

affidavits.

Story says: "There is no doubt of the jurisdiction of

" courts of equity to grant relief against a former de-

" cree, where the same has been obtained by fraud and

" imposition. * * * This must be done by an original

" bill; and there is no instance of its being done by peti-

" tion, although it seems once to have been thought that

" a decree, as well as any interlocutory order, could be

" set aside for fraud by petition only. When a decree

" has been so obtained, the Court will restore the parties
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" to their former situation, whatever their rights may
" be."

Story on Equity Pleadings, Sec. 426.

"There are dicta stating that a decree obtained by

" fraud may be set set aside upon petition, but it was

" finally settled that after enrollment a decree could

" only be impeached for this account by an original bill.

" This is the only manner in which a decree entered by

" consent can be impeached."

/ Foster Fed. Pr. (3d ed.), Sec. 358.

It may be that the rule has not always been rigorously

enforced in some cases not supposed to fall within its

reason; and it is not necessary for the purposes of this

case to hold that as a matter of equity practice, Courts

are absolutely without jurisdiction or power, under any

circumstances to vacate a decree for fraud, either after

or during the term, on motion or petition, without re-

quiring the applicant to resort to an original bill. While

sometimes the Courts "apparently in the most perempt-

' ory language reiterate that they have no power over

' a case after the term. * * * There are other expres-

1

sions * * * where it is merely said that it is too late.

i * * * of course, all rules stated so broadly are sub-

' ject to certain limitations and qualifications."

Burget vs. Robinson, 123 Fed., 264-5.

Conversely similar expressions may be found affirm-
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ing the power to vacate judgments during the term.

The reason in both cases is that under some circum-

stances, as a mere matter of practice, the relief may as

well, or better be had on motion, without requiring the

party to resort to an original bill. But it is one thing to

say that an order setting aside a decree on motion for

fraud or collusion is not void under all circumstances

for want of jurisdiction; and an entirely different thing

to say that it is never erroneous to make such an order,

or that it cannot be reviewed and reversed, if erroneous

or improperly made. We submit that that case has yet

to be decided which affirms the impotency of the fed-

eral appellate Courts in equity cases to control the nisi

prius discretion of federal judges in vacating decrees

either during or after the term.

It is true the Supreme Court has often refused, under

circumstances, to exercise in the given case that power

of control.

For example, in Goddard\%. Ordway, 101 U. S., 751,

the Court said: "The motion, as made, was nothing

" more than an application to the Court to vacate a de-

" cree which had been entered on a former day in the

" term, improvidently and without sufficient considera-

" tion. It was addressed entirely to the discretion of

" the Court, and depended on facts within the knowl-

" edge of the justices. It was in no just sense a petition

" for a rehearing, and even if it had been, we should

" not be inclined to reverse a decree because of what was
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" under the circumstances, an immaterial departure

" from technical rules." (Italics ours.)

Which simply means the lower Court has power to

vacate. We have power to review, but we are not in-

clined to exercise the power where no error or abuse of

discretion is or can be shown, as where we have no

knowledge of the facts and the Court below had full

knowledge.

In Henderson vs. Garbondale, 140 U. S., 25, the

Court (p. 40) says the lower Court had power to vacate

and that as it was apparent that the Court erred in its

first decree, its action in granting a rehearing can not

be condemned. That is, the Supreme Court held that

it would not reverse an order which, if sitting in the

place of the trial judge, they themselves would have

made.

So, in Doss vs. Tyack, 14 How., 297, the appeal was

from an order vacating a decree, on proof that it was

obtained by gross misrepresentation and fraud (p. 312).

The Court said (italics ours) : "We perceive no error

" in the action of the Court, except in their first order

" dismissing the suit."

Having reached the conclusion that there was such

error in the decree vacated that it would have been re-

versed on proper proceedings, the Supreme Court

might well decline to exercise its power of reviewing

the order vacating it, even though it was made on mo-

tion without requiring the applicant to file an original

bill, and that, too, in a case where the order was made
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on full proof and probably on unconflicting evidence of

gross misrepresentation and fraud. In other words,

where, as said in Goddard vs. Ordway, the proceeding

by motion instead of by bill might be regarded as an

immaterial departure.

The necessary implication from the language of

Chief Justice Marshall, is that he did consider it the duty

of the Court to review the order and to determine

whether the Court below committed an error; and that

if he had discovered such error he would have reversed

the decree. That he recognized the rule laid down by

the Court in other cases, that "as upon an appeal in

" equity, the whole case is before us, we can render such

" decree as under all the circumstances may be proper,"

and that if it appeared that otherwise injustice may be

done, the case should be remanded with directions to

remit the appellee to its original bill.

Admitting, for sake of argument, the abstract power

under some circumstances, or even generally, to vacate

on motion, it was a gross abuse of discretion to exercise

it in this case. Absolutely no sufficient showing was

made. "Certain it is that no reason appears which ap-

pealed to the discretion of the trial judge." (O'Connell

vs. Pennsylvania Co., 1 18 Fed., 992.)

Under the circumstances and on the showing made,

every consideration of justice, fairness, policy and law

should have impelled him to decline the exercise of any

discretion or power with which he felt invested, in set-

ting aside this decree on ex parte affidavits; when it
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was self-evident that its exercise must be fraught with

danger of injustice to appellee; while its declension

could by no imaginable possibility work injury to any

one, but must result in attaining the great end of equity

jurisdiction, through the medium of a regular and

orderly investigation of the charges of fraud and collu-

sion on a bill filed for that purpose and upon oppor-

tunity for adequate investigation. Why should the vital

privilege of cross-examination be taken away in a case

like this, when it could have been secured by simply

compelling appellee to elect the appropriate method of

procedure by original bill? Why should appellant's

rights under the decree be taken away, without giving

it by the adoption of the appropriate method of pro-

cedure the right to call for information within the

power of appellee, and by compelling it to accept ex

parte and incomplete statements, mainly consisting of

inference, argument and hearsay? If the procedure by

bill be adopted, then if the decree is vacated the party

can have the essential privilege of being put in statu quo.

By proceeding on motion, a compromise agreement fi-

nally reached after much and prolonged investigation

and thorough consideration, is set aside and held for

naught, without such judicial investigation and oppor-

tunity for arriving at the truth and a just and equitable

decision, as is accorded every day in Courts of equity

in all cases where contracts of any kind are sought to be

rescinded. Yet it is undoubted law, founded on plain

common sense and evident justice, that it was not com-
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petent for the Court below to vary this decree (an

extraordinary measure, n Wheaton, 304), "except for

" reasons which would enable the Court to set aside an

" agreement."

Atty.-Gen'l. vs. Tomline, 7 Ch. Div., 389.

Without attempting to analyze these affidavits—with-

out trying to guess at what were the real facts—it is evi-

dent at the first blush that no case was made at all ap-

pealing to the enlightened discretion of a chancellor;

and that to set aside the decree and all the stipulations

and agreements judicially sanctioned and made firm by

the decree, on motion, was, if ever there was, an arbi-

trary, capricious and erroneous exercise of whatever

power and discretion the law confided to the Court be-

low. The result must be the same whether the decree

vacated be treated as a consent decree or one rendered

in invitum, and on and after regular trial, hearing and

contestation. In the latter case, all the affidavits must

be regarded as irrelevant, and there would be left abso-

lutely no support for the order vacating the decree.

Whatever may be the power of a Court to vacate judg-

ments during the term, it can not be contended that the

power can be exercised without any showing or reason

whatever.

But the appellee can not now be heard to take the

position that the decree vacated was not a consent de-

cree. It is estopped from so doing in order to uphold
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a decision which it obtained on the allegation that it was

a consent decree.

Philadelphia vs. Howard, 13 How., 336-7.

Moreover, the record shows that the parties consent-

ed to the findings, and that is sufficient. A consent to

the findings is a consent to the decree consequent upon

and the necessary and inevitable result of the findings.

On the showing made by those affidavits, there was

nothing even tending to convict the appellant, or any of

its officers, attorneys or agents of any fraud, collusion,

negligence or want of perfect good faith. Whether

appellee or Niggemeyer did in fact consent to the com-

promise and the decree or not, the appellant and its

attorneys had a right to assume that they did.

It seems to be conceded (Brief for Appellee, p. 27)

that Du Bose had control of the litigation and might

have confessed judgment as to the property described

in the original pleadings; and it is said (Supplemental

Brief, p. 4) that the parties had agreed about the divi-

sion of the waters to be brought in from David Creek

and Grand Central River. In order then to any com-

plete compromise and settlement of the litigation, it

was proper in its orderly conduct to amend the plead-

ings so as properly to present the whole case of the liti-

gants. It was not the settlement of a distinct and inde-

pendent matter, but strictly germane and related to the

matter in hand. Du Bose had authority to amend or

consent to the amendment of the pleadings, and to con-



sent to a decree upon the pleadings as amended. At

the very least he had such authority prima facie, and

the appellant and its attorneys had the right to rely upon

the presumption in the absence of evidence that they

knew of any limitation upon his authority.

Coster vs. Clarke, 3 Edw. Ch., 410.

Further the affidavits show at least an apparent con-

sent by the appellee itself, and an apparent authority in

Niggemeyer.

Corporations can only act by agents. And the agent

in charge of any transaction is the corporation.

Ardesco vs. Gilson, 63 Pa. St., 150.

Corporations are bound by the acts of their agents

precisely as are individuals.

Philadelphia vs. Quigly, 21 How., 210.

"If under circumstances which a party dealing with

" a corporate agent has no reason to suppose not to exist

" the corporate agent has authority to make the contract

" or do the act in question, the party dealing with him

" is justified in assuming the existence of the circum-

" stances, and acting in good faith on such assumption

" will be protected."

Taylor on Corporations, Sec. 204, citing:

Steamboat Co. vs. McCartcher, 13 Pa. St., 15.

3 Clark & Marshall, 2 161, Sec. 708.
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An agent employed to manage the matter in relation

to which a compromise is made, may make it.

J Clark & Marshall, 2141, Note 38.

By the express policy and provisions of the Alaska

Code, Niggemeyer, being an agent on whom summons

could be served, had authority either to confess judg-

ment or to submit any controversy without action.

Taking all this in connection with the previous nego-

tiations, and the rule that it is the apparent scope which

controls and that any secret limitations of Niggemeyer's

authority not brought home to appellant go for noth-

ing (Phillips vs. Butteroff, 20 So., 333), the conclu-

sion is inevitable, that the showing made should at once

have suggested the denial of the motion and the pro-

priety of remitting appellee to its remedy by original

bill.

But even if this were not obvious, the Court below

erred in dismissing without trial and proof in due course

the allegations of the amended pleadings.

Louisville vs. Louisville, 174 U. S., 674.

For this error alone, the order should be reversed, ir-

respective of any other questions. In so decreeing this

Court but exercises its acknowledged prerogative, where

otherwise injustice may be done, of rendering such a

decree as under all the circumstances is proper (V. S.

vs. Rio Grande Irrigation Co., 184 U. S., 423), and

places the parties where they should have been left
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by a refusal of the Court below to exercise any

discretion it may have possessed, by arbitrary, sum-

mary and precipitate action on motion, supported

by ex parte and entirely unsatisfactory affidavits, in-

stead of leaving the important questions involved to be

investigated and determined in due course upon original

bill.

We submit then that it requires no further or critical

examination of the affidavits and showing made or con-

sideration of the arguments made in the brief of appel-

lee to reach the conclusion that whatever might or

should now appear to be the probable result of an orig-

inal bill to set aside the decree, this order vacating it on

motion should be reversed. But, we further submit,

that such conclusion is only fortified by such examina-

tion and consideration.

The argument of the appellee is based upon an in-

correct assumption of fact. It is assumed that in order

to settle the pending action, rights and property in no

wise connected therewith, and which were not in con-

troversy, were bartered away by Mr. Du Bose. Ex-

traneous matters were not dragged into the settlement

of the pending action. The settlement was of all mat-

ters then in dispute between the companies and includ-

ed the pending action. The truth is, as is shown with-

out dispute, that the settlement which was finally reach-

ed and which was evidenced by the decree, was one

which had been the subject of negotiations since the pre-

ceding January. It is the undisputed fact that Mr. Du
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Bose was expressly authorized to conduct such negotia-

tions, and that Mr. Niggemeyer was clothed with both

apparent and real power to effect the settlement which

was made. It is apparent that Mr. Niggemeyer not

only acquiesced in the making and entry of the findings

and decree, but also affirmatively consented thereto.

The early history of the negotiations is set forth with

circumstantial detail in Mr. Du Bose's affidavit and his

statements are not disputed or questioned. In Decem-

ber, 1904, Herhold, the president of the defendant cor-

poration, and Niggemeyer, the secretary, retained Du
Bose and authorized him "to get in touch with W . H.
" Metson with the view of selling the water, the pref-

" erence to be given to Metson for the reason that sell-

" ing it would settle the law suit." (Trans., pp. 353,

354.) In March, 1905, Du Bose met Metson in Chica-

go and offered to sell him the water rights of the com-

pany (p. 354). The latter declined the offer but made

a counter-proposition to settle the case. Two days later

Herhold, Niggemeyer and Du Bose had a conference

with Metson, who proposed that the Miocene Company

retain all the waters of Nome River, that it divide the

waters of Buffalo Creek with the Campion Company,

and that both companies build the Grand Central Ditch

and share the cost of construction, provided, however,

that the Miocene Company should have first option to

purchase any water which the Campion Company had

to sell. This was refused under the advice of Du Bose
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for the reason only that the Miocene Company demand

ed such option (p. 355).

April 22d, in Chicago, Herhold and Niggemeyer,

acting under the advice of Du Bose, entered into a con-

tract with Whitehead, representing the Seward Ditch

Company, to sell that company all the waters of Nome
River and its tributaries claimed by the Campion Com-

pany, at twenty-five cents an inch each day (pp. 355,

370) , stipulating that no settlement of the pending action

between the Campion Company and the Miocene Com-

pany should be made without the consent of the Seward

Ditch Company (pp. 357, 371). At this same time,

Whitehead undertook to buy the Campion Company's

personal property at Nome, and was told by the presi-

dent that Niggemeyer would be "in Nome as the man-

" ager of the company, and that this matter could be

" closed up with Niggemeyer" (p. 374).

Niggemeyer, according to his own affidavit, was in-

structed by the Board of Directors and president "to

go to Nome and assist the attorneys in trying the cause"

(p. 308). He and Du Bose went to Nome together

(p. 356), Niggemeyer acting under instructions

" directed the said attorneys, William A. Gilmore and

" Dudley Du Bose, to try the said cause, and affiant

" aided them in securing witnesses and evidence in sup-

" port of the issues of the defendant in said cause, and

" used his best endeavors to carry out the directions of

" the said defendant corporation." (Trans., p. 309.)

During this time, Niggemeyer was the secretary of
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the Campion Company (p. 307), and its only officer in

Nome (p. 313). He verified the pleadings in the pend-

ing action (pp. 233, 247, 267). He was in charge of

the construction work (p. 339), and borrowed money

for the company (p. 374).

The cause was reached for trial June 21st, and was

submitted July 12th (p. 309). July 21st, Du Bose and

Metson had a conference at which they agreed upon the

settlement as finally consummated (p. 357). Du Bose

then told Metson that the agreement would be sub-

mitted to Niggemeyer and Whitehead, as by reason of

the contract of April 22d, the consent of the Seward

Ditch Company to the settlement was necessary (p.

357). July 23d, Niggemeyer came to town at Du

Bose's request and was told that the case could be set-

tled (pp. 309, 310). Niggemeyer and Whitehead had

a conference in Du Bose's office on July 24th. White-

head agreed to the settlement and offered to provide the

money required by the Campion Company for the build-

ing of the ditches if Niggemeyer would modify the

agreement of April 22d, and reduce the price of water

from twenty-five to fifteen cents per inch. After con-

siderable parley, and after Whitehead had shown him

that his company would make more money at the latter

price because of the increase in water, this modification

was agreed to by Niggemeyer (pp. 360, 372). This

modification of the agreement of April 22d by Nigge-

meyer, is an undisputed and uncontradicted fact, and

necessarily and conclusively demonstrates the absolute
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made to him by Du Bose of the waters of Grand Cen-

tral River and David Creek, in telling him of the pro-

posed settlement (p. 314), for the only necessity for

money in carrying out the settlement was for building

the ditches to these two streams.

But even if this portion of Niggemeyer's affidavit

were true, it appears from that very affidavit that he had

full knowledge of the terms of the settlement before the

findings and decree were entered. It is to be borne in

mind that the stipulation amending the pleadings was

made July 24th and filed July 25th (pp. 271, 272).

The findings and decree were made and filed the fol-

lowing day (pp. 291, 294). Niggemeyer swears that

on July 25th he heard on the street that Du Bose had

stipulated away all the property of the Campion Com-

pany. He then went to Judge Moore and asked him

the particulars. The judge informed him of "the facts

"as set forth in the papers submitted by said Du Bose

"and Mr. Orion." (p. 314) Knowing that

the findings and decree had been prepared and were in

the judge's hands for his signature, and knowing exactly

their terms, Niggemeyer went away. He did not go

near Du Bose again for many days, or after the decree

had been entered (p. 366). He took no step in opposi-

tion to its entry; he never told the judge or the Miocene

Company's representatives that he did not consent to

the settlement, nor that Du Bose had no authority, and
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yet on his own showing he was the Campion Company's

representative in Nome in charge of this matter.

The only showing that is made of any dissent what-

soever, until long after the entry of the decree, is found

in Niggemeyer's affidavit. On the evening of July 25th,

after the judge had informed him of the facts set forth

in the papers submitted to him, he "informed the judge

" that the effect of said settlement and consent decree

" by Du Bose would cause his company to be short of

" water, and asked the Court to advise him what to do;

" that the Court declined to do so, but suggested that he

"should consult with his attorneys" (p. 315). But so

feeble was he in his dissent that he never went near his

attorneys. The learned counsel contends that this por-

tion of the affidavit must be true for Niggemeyer would

never have dared to submit to the judge a false affidavit

of a conversation, which he had with him. And by the

same token, counsel must admit that the showing is as

strong as could possibly be made; he went no further

in his affidavit for he did not dare.

Let us read between the lines and it is easy to discover

why he went to the judge. On the evening of July 24th

he came to Du Bose trembling and weeping, and told

him he had been advised by a lawyer that he would be

in contempt of court, on account of an injunction issued

out of an Illinois Court if he consented to the settlement

and that he would have to go to jail (p. 362) . On the

morning of July 25th he was in the same state of mind.

Du Bose told him that he was willing to withdraw from
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the case and he could get some one else to re-submit it,

but that he "was not going to the Court and retract it

for the simple reason that Niggemeyer was afraid."

(P- 365.) "Evidently Niggemeyer is not a man

of very acute intellectual qualities," said counsel in his

oral argument. His character stands out revealed by

these affidavits—shrewd, crafty and cunning, but

a moral coward withal. Before the decree

is entered he goes to the judge trem-

bling and fearful. For what reason? To protest

against the compromise? No, for he made no protest.

To complain of Du Bose's alleged lack of authority?

No, for the subject was not mentioned. Why? Ob-

viously, to find out, if perchance he may, how the judge

had intended to decide. He leads the con-

versation around to that point. He tells him

he does not know the terms of the settle-

ment and asks the particulars. "That will

leave my company short of water," he states with feign-

ed surprise. It is obvious, his company will be short of

water until the ditches are built. "What will I do?"

he asks. But the judge refuses to be entrapped; he

gives him no hint of what he thinks of the merits of the

action submitted and sends him to his lawyers. Nigge-

meyer has been foiled in his attempt to find out how the

Court will decide if the compromise is withdrawn, and

decides that, with the question of title to the waters of

Buffalo Creek undetermined, and with the possibility

of a judgment for some $50,000 against his company,
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withdraws from the scene and permits the settlement

to go through as agreed upon.

Several days later he comes back to town and goes to

Du Bose and makes a statement which contains the

reason and motive of all subsequent proceedings which

terminated in the vacation of the decree. "Niggemeyer,

" then, for the first time, told affiant that he had made a

" mistake in making the settlement; that he could have

" made a better deal with the Wild Goose Company for

" the Grand Central Ditch
1

' (p. 366).

Such are the facts in brief, evidencing the authority

of Du Bose and Niggemeyer.

Niggemeyer had apparent authority. With Her-

hold he carried on negotiations in Chicago on behalf

of the Campion Company looking to a settlement al-

most identical with the one made in Nome. With Her-

hold he made a contract for his company with the

Seward Ditch Company, which provided that the lat-

ter company must be consulted in any further negotia-

tions looking toward a settlement. Herhold held

Niggemeyer out as clothed with authority to execute

for the company the contract for the sale of the personal

property supplemental to the water contract with the

Seward Company, and hemadethis contract andsold the

property (p. 374). Niggemeyer held himself out as

authorized to modify the water contract and agreed to

the modification. And it is this man Niggemeyer who,

as shown by the undisputed facts, has been acting all
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summer as general manager, borrowing money, super-

intending work, directing attorneys and modifying con-

tracts, and holding himself out as clothed with plenary

authority to do these things; who, now in hope of mak-

ing a better trade with the Wild Goose Company, dis-

putes his own authority. It is not the president or

board of directors of the company, or any other officer,

who has instituted these proceedings. It is not the com-

pany which has questioned Niggemeyer's authority,

but it is Niggemeyer himself, who, with full knowledge

of the proposed settlement and decree, and the terms

thereof, has without objection or dissent acquiesced in

its entry, and wTho now institutes these proceed-

ings. Shall the agent, who has represented

himself to be clothed with authority, be heard now to

repudiate that authority? Shall he who has acquiesced,

be heard of his own motion to disaffirm?

But look at the matter from a practical standpoint.

Let us ask: Was Mr. Metson justified in relying on the

apparent authority of Du Bose and Niggemeyer? He
had talked settlement with both of them and Herhold

in Chicago. In Nome he finds Niggemeyer the sole

officer of the company and exercising all the functions

of a general manager. Two of the three who had talk-

ed of this very settlement in Nome are present. Du
Bose tells him that Niggemeyer consents to the settle-

ment. Niggemeyer, who knows all about the settle-

ment, never disaffirms it or breathes a word of dissent.

As a practical man, is he not justified in relying on such
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a show of authority? We submit, there can be but one

answer: he was, and the company is bound by the ap-

parent authority of its agent.

But, furthermore, Niggemeyer had a very real au-

thority. Section 46 of the Alaska Code of Civil Pro-

cedure provides: "The summons shall be served by de-

" livering a copy thereof ... if the action be against

" a private corporation, to the president or other head

" of the corporation, secretary, cashier or managing

"agent." Section 242 provides: "When the action is

" against ... a private corporation the confession

" [of judgment] shall be made by the person who, at

" the time, sustains the relation to such corporation as

" would authorize the service of a summons upon him."

It is apparent that an officer upon whom summons can

be served in an action against the corporation, and who

can confess judgment, can appear or can authorize an

appearance for the corporation without service. As to

the pending action, Niggemeyer could have confessed

judgment; as to the new causes of action, had they been

in an independent suit he could have authorized an ap-

pearance by attorney. That they were united to the

original cause by stipulation surely cannot change the

measure of his authority in regard thereto. The power

to confess surely carries with it the power to compro-

mise, for the greater must include the less. Nigge-

meyer, then, had the power to compromise the original

action, the power to authorize Du Bose to appear in

the new causes of action, and the power to compromise
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these causes of action. The attorney had prima facie

authority to compromise [Preston vs. Hill, 50 Cal.,

43). The burden was on the Campion Company to

show that he had not. This presumption has not been

overthrown. The affidavits show without conflict that

an agent of the company, the only executive officer

present, and the one who was in undisputed control of

this litigation, and who had full authority to represent

his company, both in pending and new litigation, ac-

quiesced in a compromise negotiated by the company's

attorney, affirmed it by entering into a contract to se-

cure money to carry it out, and being fully aware of the

terms of the compromise as evidenced by the findings

and decree, and knowing that such findings and decree

were to be signed and entered by the Court, permitted

it to be signed and entered without the slightest show of

dissent or question of Du Bose's authority.

A corporation is an invisible and intangible being

which can act only through its agents. The Campion

Company, through its agent Niggemeyer, was directing

and conducting this litigation, and its business in

Alaska, and it must be considered to have been exactly

in the same position as though it were a tangible being

and personally present. The settlement, though made

by its attorney, was made with its knowledge and con-

sent, and is valid, although it may be contended that it

embraces matters not included in the action.

In Carstens vs. Schmalholz, 8 N. Y. S., 529, it is said

:

" The plaintiff sued, as assignee of one Hepke, to re-
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" cover the value of work done by his assignor upon a

" buggy and cart belonging to defendant. Before this

" action was brought, Hepke sold defendant a wagon
" and repaired carts for him, and the bill being disput-

" ed, sued in the city court to recover the purchase price

" and value of these vehicles, but did not include in that

" action the work done upon the buggy and cart now
" sued upon. While the action in the city Court was

" pending, the attorneys for the parties, with their full

" knowledge and consent, made a written agreement

" settling all their differences, including the cause of

" action now sued on. Hepke having ignored this writ-

" ten agreement, defendant by leave of Court, pleaded

" it by way of supplemental answer, and upon the issues

" thus raised, a trial was had in the city Court, where

" Hepke recovered a judgment which was appealed

" from, and afterwards reversed. Whatever rights were

" conferred upon the plaintiff in this action by Hepke's

" assignment, were subject to all the equities between

" the assignor and the defendant. The agreement en-

" tered into by Hepke and the defendant, through their

" attorneys, not only settled the action in the city Court,

" but also settled this cause of action as well. Therefore,

" if that agreementwere a valid one, this actioncan not be

" maintained. The respondent contends that it was not

"valid, because made by the attorneys, and not by the

"parties, and that they cannot bind their principals for

" anything outside of the matters then in suit in the city

" Court. In this, we think he is mistaken. The evi-
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'' dence is quite sufficient to show that, although the

" agreement was made by the attorneys, it was with the

" full knowledge and consent of the principals, given

" by them both before and after the agreement was

" executed, and that it was intended as a final settlement

" of all matters in controversy in the action, and not of

" those then in suit only. Such an agreement we think

" a valid and binding one. All the causes of action cov-

" ered by it were merged in that agreement, and all of

" the rights of the parties must be determined by it.

" The agreement was not a stipulation to settle an action

" merely. It was a new contract which settled the pend-

" ing action, and all other differences of the parties, in-

" eluding the one under consideration."

In opening, we contended that even if Niggemeyer

had no authority to consent to this settlement, Du Bose,

by virtue of the emergency which then confronted him,

and of the impossibility of communicating with his

client, had the authority. How much stronger is this

contention when we further consider that it appears

from positive testimony that Du Bose had been specially

authorized in Chicago during the month of January to

open and conduct negotiations on behalf of the Cam-

pion Company with the Seward and Miocene Compa-

nies for the sale of water; that he did conduct such

negotiations, those of the Miocene Company at that time

being abortive and resulting in a disagreement, those

with the Seward Company being successful and result-

ing in the contract of April 22d. This positive proof
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of fads, showing the scope of Du Bose's authority

under his retainer, is opposed only by the "dogmatic"

assertions of Niggemeyer and Gilmore that he had no

authority, except to try the pending action—-"general

deductions," as appellee's own counsel on oral argument

styled them, "which go beyond the pale of ultimate

facts."

Counsel says that the only emergency that confronted

Du Bose was the fact that Mr. Metson was about to leave

Alaska and suggests that Mr. Du Bose might have noti-

fied the Court that a compromise was possible and have

requested that the matter be kept under advisement

pending a communication with the home office. Coun-

sel has evidently overlooked Section 209 of the Code of

Civil Procedure, which provides that "upon the trial

" of an issue of fact by the Court, its decision shall be

" given in writing and filed with the clerk during the

" term or within twenty days thereafter." The cause

was submitted July 12th. Some time between that day

and July 17th, the Court adjourned for the term (p.

283) . Assuming that the term adjourned July 16th, the

Court had to give its decision before August 5th. Du
Bose took the responsibility and signed the stipulation

July 24th. There was no time to communicate with

Chicago before the Court was obliged by law to decide

the case. The emergency was the danger of an imme-

diate adverse decision, and it is undisputed that Du Bose

had every reason to fear an adverse decision.

Before replying to the technical points urged by ap-
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pellee, we desire to advert to certain statements made

by counsel in his argument on the merits.

The fact that Mr. Du Bose made an affidavit counter

to the motion to vacate, he considers of itself almost con-

clusive proof of treason, and refers to him as one who

has gone over to the enemy. The appellee had made

against Mr. Du Bose the most scurrilous and vile

charges of fraud and malpractice. Must Mr. Du Bose

stand silent? In doing so, he confesses his guilt. If

he seeks to vindicate himself and disprove this vile

calumny, is he guilty of fraud? When a client has at-

tacked his attorney, he surely has given him the right

to vindicate himself.

Counsel also contended on oral argument that White-

head took advantage of the settlement and the resulting

necessity to raise money to force Niggemeyer to reduce

the contract price of water to be sold to his company,

insinuating that Du Bose and Whitehead wrere acting

collusively. The modification of the Seward Ditch

Company agreement was made July 24th—a day be-

fore the stipulation to amend the pleadings was filed,

and two days before the decree was entered. This

modification was made in contemplation of the settle-

ment, not as a result of it.

The compromise was advantageous to the Campion

Company as is shown by the affidavits themselves. If

it should be successful in the pending suit, it would

have titleto thewatersof Buffalo Creek—^ooinches (p.

341)—and have such rights as it might have under the
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existing contract with the Miocene Ditch Company.

The Miocene Ditch Company was contesting the valid-

ity of this contract; it was quite optional whether or not

it should build the Grand Central and David Creek

Ditches; the Campion Company would get at most,

iooo inches of water additional therefrom and could

not sell that water (p. 274). The most water it could

hope for, if successful, in the pending suit and in up-

holding the validity of the contract, was 2500 inches

with restrictions on the use of 1000 inches.

Under the settlement, the Miocene Company took the

first 2100 inches, which is the minimum estimate of the

normal combined flow of Buffalo Creek and Nome
River. ( Counsel is in error when he states that the com-

bined flow was but 1500 inches—those figures apply to

Buffalo Creek alone; pp. 325, 341). The new ditches

would give the Campion Company at least the same

amount and probably more than 2100 inches, the use of

which was entirely unrestricted. Niggemeyer swears

that under the Seward Ditch Company contract, the

Campion Company reserved the right to use all the

water it desired for use on its own property before sell-

ing any to the Seward Company (p. 340), and that its

property consisted of 6000 acres of placer mining

ground (p. 323). It is apparent that it was not selling

a considerable portion of the waters of Buffalo Creek

to the Seward Company. How much it was selling the

record does not disclose, but it is highly probable that

the Campion Company would make more money by
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selling its surplus out of 2100 inches, and over, at fifteen

cents, than its surplus out of 1500 inches at twenty-five

cents. The uncontradicted affidavit of Whitehead

shows this to be a fact (p. 373). The affidavits of ap-

pellee complain that it had a right to have the ditch dug

under the existing contract with the Miocene Company

without expense to itself, and under the settlement it

had to pay one-half the cost. The affidavits, however,

show that under the settlement, it would have cost it

nothing to dig the ditch for the Seward Company pro-

vided the money for it.

Even if the Campion Company had been successful

in the pending suit, and had also established the valid-

ity of the existing contract, it is doubtful whether it

would have been in as good a position as it was placed

in as a result of this settlement. It had at least 2100

inches without restriction, instead of 2500 inches with-

out the right to sell 1000.

The settlement was so advantageous to the Campion

Company that even had the Court found that it had

been made by Du Bose without the knowledge or con-

sent of Niggemeyer, it would have abused its discre-

tion in setting it aside. This rule is well established as

is recognized by counsel for appellee in his brief, quot-

ing from Holker vs. Parker, 7 Cranch, 436.

Counsel also endeavors to make some point of the

fact that Niggemeyer was induced to modify the con-

tract with the Seward Ditch Company and sell its water

at fifteen instead of twenty-five cents per inch. In the
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supplemental complaint Mr. Metson stated the value

of the water to his company to be one dollar and fifty

cents per inch. Counsel seeks herein for evidence of

fraud. Counsel, however, overlooks the fact that the

value of water is regulated by the facilities for its de-

livery. Water in the river is of no value. Its value ac-

crues only when it is possible to deliver it elsewhere.

The Miocene Ditch is thirty miles in length (p. 193) ;

the Campion Ditch is but eight miles long (p. 211).

The two statements that the water was worth a dollar

and a half to the Miocene Company and but fifteen

cents to the Campion Company are not inconsistent.

Water in a mountain lake may be of no value, but when

delivered to an arid valley may be priceless.

Appellee now takes the very surprising position that

the decree vacated was not a consent decree. After hav-

ing made a motion to vacate the decree and having se-

cured its vacation upon the ground that it was a consent

decree, but consented to by its attorney without author-

ity so to do, and acting in fraudulent collusion with the

adverse party, upon appeal it contends that it was not

a consent decree. In other words, it was a consent de-

cree only when it suited the Campion Company's con-

venience to consider it so. The entire theory of its at-

tack was that, although the decree was in outward form

a decree in invitum, it was in truth and in fact a consent

decree. The grounds for the motion are: "That said

" findings of fact, conclusions of law, and decree were

" prepared and presented to the Court by the said Du
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" Bose and the Miocene Ditch Company and its attor-

" neys under a collusive agreement to represent to the

" Court that the same had been consented to by said

" defendant, and to have the same signed and entered

" by the Court as the findings, conclusions and decree of

"this Court in this action" (p. 296). "Said find-

" ings, conclusions and decree were caused to be en-

" tered by the said Du Bose and the Miocene Ditch

" Company, as if the Court had made such findings,

" conclusions and decree upon the evidence in the

case" (p. 297). "That said findings, conclusions and

" decree were signed and entered under a misapprehen-

" sion by the Court that said defendant had consented

" to and authorized the same to be signed and entered,

" which misapprehension was caused by the misrepre-

" sentations as aforesaid to the Court" (p. 298). In

a direct attack, as was that made upon this decree, the

form of the decree is not conclusive as to whether it was

made in invitum or by consent—its true nature may be

shown. If such were not the rule, and had all parties

been concluded by the form of the decree, the attack

upon it on such grounds could not have succeeded, for it

could have properly been answered: Since this is not

a consent decree, your showing that it was consented to

without authority, and by fraudulent collusion, is abso-

lutely foreign to the merits. Appellee must take one

position or the other. Having invoked and obtained

the relief of the Court below upon the theory that it

was a consent decree, it can not now contend that it was
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not a consent decree. The case of American Emigrant

Co. vs. Fuller, 50 N. W., 48, cited by counsel is not in

point. There it was held on collateral attack that it

could not be shown that a decree which was on its face

rendered in invitum, was in fact a consent decree.

We believe we have demonstrated that the decree va-

cated was a consent decree to the entry of which the duly

authorized agent of the defendant consented. There is

a vast distinction between consent decrees and decrees

in invitum in respect to the authority of the Court to va-

cate them. The consent decree is the solemn contract

of the parties, entered into in the presence of the Court;

it is the act of the parties solemnized by the Court. The

decree in invitum is the act of the Court; an act, by fic-

tion of law, in fieri until the close of the term. But the

consent of the parties is not. an act in fieri] they have met

and contracted. The contract is not in their breasts; it

is executed when its solemn evidence—the decree—is

made by their consent. Such a contract may be set aside

only as are other contracts.

In Deaver vs. Jones, 114 N. Car., 649, it is said:

" Where an order or judgment is made by consent, it

" cannot be vacated or modified even at the term at

" which it is entered, without the assent or acquiescence

" of all the parties to the action. ... As

" a rule, all judgments are in fieri during the term at

" which they are rendered, and it is in the breast of the

" judge to abrogate or alter on his own motion, or at
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" the suggestion of counsel, judgments by consent consti-

" tuting the exception."

See also:

Anderson vs. Carr, 54 Hun., 634.

A consent decree is final immediately upon entry in

the identical sense that a decree in invitum is final after

adjournment for the term. It is open to proceedings to

vacate on the ground of fraud or mutual mistake in the

same manner that other contracts are subject to actions

for their rescission. Such proceedings are exactly the

same as those instituted after term to vacate a judgment

or decree in invitum. The authorities are decisive that

an order or judgment vacating such decrees, whatsoever

may be the nature of the proceeding in which it is en-

tered, is final and appealable.

At common law and in equity, several methods ex-

isted for setting aside or vacating a judgment or decree

after the term in which it is made. Analogous proceed-

ings are provided by the Code system, and to fully un-

derstand the nature of such proceedings their proto-

types under the old practice must be examined.

At common law, relief against judgments was sought

by the writ of coram nobis. In equity, relief against

its decrees was sought by bill of review.

Relief might also be sought in equity against a judg-

ment at law. Such relief was given by enjoining the

prevailing party in the action at law from enforcing his

judgment; the natural consequence being the assent of
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the enjoined party to the vacation of the judgment at

law. " A court of chancery has no jurisdiction to direct

11
a court of law what it shall do. It can act only upon

" the party, and then generally only by way of preven-

" tion. If a judgment has been entered which equitably

" ought not to be enforced, the defendant may, upon

" terms have an injunction upon the plaintiff against en-

" forcing it, and by thus coercing the plaintiff, induce

" him to consent to a new trial." (Mechanics' Nat.

Bank vs. Colehour, 44 111. App., 470; see also Trefz vs.

Knickerbocker Life Ins. Co., 8 Fed., 177.)

It is not our purpose to enter into an exhaustive dis-

cussion of the circumstances under which these several

proceedings are appropriate. We will endeavor to

show that although the controversy existing between the

parties is in no respect concluded or determined by a

decree or judgment granting the relief sought by these

various proceedings, still such a decree or judgment has

always been considered final and therefore appealable.

The writ of coram nobis was a writ of error to review

proceedings before the same court. Its office was to

bring to the attention of the court, and to obtain relief

from, errors of fact or a valid defense existing in the

facts of the case, but which, without negligence on the

part of the defendant, was not made for reasons such as

fraud or excusable mistake; these facts, not appearing

on the face of the record and being such as if known in

season, would have prevented the rendition and entry of

judgment questioned. (5 Ency. PL & Pr., 26.)
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The judgment upon the writ was that the judgment

complained of be recalled, if the issue were in favor of

the applicant, and that the original suit be placed in the

same position as it was when the judgment was ren-

dered (idem, 37). Following the trend towards

simplicity which even the old practice shows,

the writ came to be granted by motion in the

original suit, after notice to the attorney of

the adverse party and on affidavit (idem,

33; see also Maheris vs. Comstock, 1 How. Pr., 175;

Ferris vs. Douglass, 20 Wend., 626). No process of

court issued; the actual issuance of the writ itself was

a fiction (idem, 36). The judgment on the writ was

appealable (idem, 27 ; see also Wood's Executor vs. Col-

well, 34 Pa. St., 92).

The bill of review corresponded in equity to the writ

of error coram nobis at law. It was not an original

bill (Story Equity Pleading, Sec. 21), but the decree

thereon was appealable. In Hendryx vs. Perkins, 114

Fed., 801, 807, it is said: " The bill now before us .

" is in fact a bill to impeach a prior de-

" cree for fraud, and therefore it is an original bill, al-

" though in the nature of a bill of review. Of course a

" bill to impeach a decree, when brought against the

" party who committed the fraud, by a person who has

" no interest in maintaining any affirmative adjudica-

" tion, may merely annul the decree if it succeeds, be-

" cause one who has imposed on the court by fraud may
" have no further right in the same proceeding with
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" reference to the same subject matter. But when the

" fraud has been practiced by a respondent, and the

" complainant has an interest to secure an affirmative

" decree, a different rule prevails; otherwise the com-

" plainant might be left in no better condition than if the

" decree stood. It is therefore said in Story Eq. PL
" (ioth Ed.), Par. 426, and Adams Eq., 419, referring

" to this class of bills, that when a decree has been ob-

" tained by fraud, the court will restore the parties to

" their former situation, whatever their rights may be.

" This is precisely the nature and effect of the decree

" now appealed from. The decree in the original cause

" was not merely set aside by it, but the parties were re»

" stored to their former situation in that cause. There-

" fore, the frame of the decree appealed from by necess-

" ity, terminated the litigation before us, so it was final

" in form, and in those respects it was correct. We have,

" then, an original bill, and a decree which terminates

" the litigation on that bill. It is difficult to see why,

" on principle, it is not appealable

" Even if the bill in the proceeding appealed from had

" not been strictly original, and were only a bill of re-

" view, the decree, nevertheless, is as we have shown,

" of such a character as to make it final. It leaves

" nothing further to be done in this cause. It reinstates

" the original suit on the pleadings as they appeared at

" the time of the hearing on bill and answer, and all

" other proceedings must be in that case

" In view of all the considerations which have come to
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" our attention, we hold that the decree in the present

" case was final for the purpose of an appeal."

The decree for complainant entered on a bill in

equity for relief against a judgment at law was final,

from which an appeal would lie. In the case of Belt vs.

Davis, i Cal., 134, it is said:

" The appellant recovered a judgment ....
" against the respondent .... and an execution

" was issued thereon and levied upon the property of

" the respondent. He then filed a complaint in the Dis-

" trict Court, alleging that the judgment was obtained

" by means of collusion, venality and corruption. .

"
. • . The appellant demurred to a portion of

" the bill, pleaded the judgment in bar,

" and supported his plea by answer under oath, denying

" the matters charged in the bill on which the judgment

" was sought to be impeached. The cause was heard

" upon the pleadings, no testimony being introduced by

" either party, and the District Court set aside the judg-

" ment and awarded a new trial, from which determina-

" tion this appeal is brought. . . .

" The first question to be determined is whether the

" decision of the District Court be a final judgment. By
" section 258 of the Practice Act of April 22, 1850, it is

" enacted that no appeal shall be from any but a final

" judgment What, then, is meant by the

" term ' final judgment ' as used in this statute?

" The supervisory control of the Court of Errors over

" the proceedings of the Supreme Court of
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" New York, reached only to final judgments,

" and the decisions in such cases, therefore,

" are entitled to consideration in determining the

" question under discussion. In Yale vs. The People (6

"J. R., 602), ... it was held that whenever a

" decision was made in the Supreme Court, which was

" final, and of which a record could be made, and which

" decided the rights of property or personal liberty, the

u Court of Errors had jurisdiction. In Clason vs. Shot-

" well (12 J. R., 31) . . . it was said that the true

" inquiry, in determining the question whether the de-

" cision under review was an order or a final judgment,

" was whether the judicial proceeding constituted a

" cause by itself and had received its final decision in

"the Supreme Court; if so, the case contemplated by

" the constitution existed and the cause might be brought

" to the Court of Errors for revision. The rule as finally

" settled in that Court, is that every definitive sentence

" or decision of the Supreme Court, by which the merits

" of a cause are determined, although it be not technic-

" ally a judgment, or the proceedings are not capable of

" being enrolled, so as to constitute what is technically

" called a record, is a judgment within the meaning of

" the law, and as such subject to the revisory jurisdiction

" of the Court of Errors In strict

" accordance with the rule thus given, is the decision of

" the Supreme Court of the United States in Weston vs.

" The City Council of Charleston (2 Peters, 449). The
" 25th section of the Judiciary Act of the United States,
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enacted that a final judgment or decree in any suit in

the highest court of law or equity of a state in which

a decision in the suit could be had, might be re-exam-

ined and reversed or affirmed in the Supreme Court.

It was held under this act that the words 'final judg-

ment' in the above section must be understood as

applying to all judgments and decrees which deter-

mine the particular cause, and that it was not requisite

that such judgments should finally decide upon the

rights which are litigated. This appears, then, to be

the correct rule, so far as it can be expressed in any

general definition, without reference to the particular

nature of each individual case; but the remark of

Senator Sandford, in Clason vs. Shotwell, above cited,

is worthy of being borne in mind in connection here-

with ' that this question is not to be determined by
1

technical definitions and verbal criticisms on the

' terms and phrases in which judgments have been, or

' may be expressed.'

" Does, then, the determination appealed from in the

case at bar come within the rule as above laid down?

The proceeding was commenced as an original suit,

in the ordinary way, by filing a complaint; and this

complaint was contested by the defendant in his an-

swer thereto, as an original proceeding, and not as a

continuation of the suit instituted by him

" The whole scope and object of the suit ....
is to vacate the judgment and procure a new trial; and

whether this should, or should not be done, is the point
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" upon which the issue of the parties is made up. That

" issue has been finally and definitely determined by the

" District Court, and there is, consequently, no further

" judgment to be rendered in the suit. This particular

" cause is completely at an end, and whether the judg-

" ment be affirmed or reversed, nothing more remains

" for the District Court to do in this suit, but to issue

" execution against the unsuccessful party for the costs."

See:

. i

Fletcher Eq. PL & Pr., 1005
;

Wilson vs. Shaefer, 64 S. W., 214.

In the State of Indiana, a statutory action is provided

to review a judgment which is analogous to the above-

mentioned bill in equity. In the case of Keepfer vs.

Force, 86 Ind., 81, a judgment for review had been

entered from which an appeal was taken and

the Supreme Court said: "As a preliminary

" question, appellees' counsel contends that on a com-

" plaint to review, where the plaintiff is successful, an

" appeal to this Court does not lie; that the effect of the

" judgment of review is simply to grant a new trial, and

" the original cause stands for trial again as though no

"trial had been had; that the proceedings therein, if

"tested in this Court, must come up with an appeal

"from a final determination of the new trial of the

"original cause. ... In the case of Brown vs.

" Keyser, 53 Ind., 85, this question was expressly de-
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" cided against the appellee's position. The
" Court held that a judgment in a proceed-

" ing to review a former judgment, either granting or

" refusing the review, puts an end to the action for a

" review, and is a judgment from which an appeal will

" lie to the Supreme Court. We think this case settles

" the question, and that an appeal in such cases can be

" taken to this Court."

See also:

McCall vs. Hitchcock, 7 Bush, 615.

From the authorities cited it is apparent that an order

judgment or decree vacating a judgment and restoring

the cause to the position in which it was prior to the

entry of such judgment, has always been deemed final

and appealable, whether entered in an independent

action, whether entered on a bill not original, or

whether entered on a writ issued in the original action.

The order made upon the motion is in its na-

ture no different. It finally determines a new

and different issue between the parties to the

action; whether or not the judgment entered

be valid. The controversy arising on the motion

is distinct from that in the original action, and its sub-

ject matter is wholly different. The mere fact that such

proceedings are entitled in the same cause cannot serve

to change their nature. The proceedings in form only

are had in the original action; in substance they are in-

dependent and are themselves original. As was said
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by the Supreme Court of Kansas, referring to such pro-

ceedings in Fullenwider vs. Ewing, 30 Kan., 15, 23:

" But whether this proceeding is an action or a mere

" special proceeding in another action; we think it par-

" takes of the nature of an action." In determining

whether or not the judgment appealed from is final, this

Court will look beyond its form and will consider its

substance, nature and effect. In the case of Potter vs.

Beal, 50 Fed., 860, it is said that " The determination

" [of the question whether or not an order is appeal-

" able] is to be governed by the essence of what is done,

" and not by the appellation given it."

We have endeavored to trace the evolution of the

modern practice of vacating judgments on motion and

thus to arrive at the nature of the orders entered there-

on. But direct adjudications that orders entered on

such motions are final judgments are not lacking.

In Thew vs. Porcelain Mfg. Co., 8 Rich., 286, it is

said: "It is too clear for argument that the order

" moved for that the judgment referred

" to be vacated and set aside, was an order final in its

" nature."

See also

:

Carney vs. La Crosse etc. R. R. Co., 15 Wis.,

503;

Bingham vs. Board of Supervisors, 6 Minn., 82;

Ex parte Morris, 44 Ala., 361.
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But upon other grounds is the order appealable. As

we have already seen, at a term following the trial and

submission of the original action, the complaint was

amended by stipulation of the defendant and order of

the Court, by the addition of two new causes of action,

and issue was formally joined on these causes. Consent

findings were made thereon and a consent decree was

entered. The order appealed from, struck from the

records and files the stipulated pleadings and vacated

the findings and decree re-submitting the cause under

the pleadings existing prior to the amendment (p. 510).

In effect, the two new causes of action were dismissed;

nothing further is left to be done in regard thereto, as to

them the order is a final judgment.

See:

Colorado Eastern Ry. Co. vs. Union Pac. Ry.

Co., 94 Fed., 212.

The decree also enjoins and restrains the defendant

from diverting any of the first 2,100 inches of the waters

of Nome River and Buffalo Creek. Section 507 of

the Code of Civil Procedure provides that "An appeal

" may be taken to the Circuit Court of Appeals from

" any interlocutory order granting or dissolving an in-

" junction." If this order vacating the decree is final,

it is, beyond question, appealable; if it be interlocutory,

it is appealable because it dissolves an injunction.

Counsel for appellee, in closing his oral argument,
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suggested that the Court had full jurisdiction over the

matter during the term time, and with the knowledge

which the law imputes to it, the Miocene Ditch Com-

pany acted at its peril in expending money for con-

struction work.

.Even had the judgment been in invitum, as we have

endeavored to show appellant had no reason to appre-

hend the possibility of any such action as we are now

complaining of being taken; nor was it bound to regu-

late its conduct on the supposition that any such error

would be committed as that involved in dismissing with-

out pretense of trial all the claims involved in the

amendments to the bill, or that there would occur any

such abuse as that involved in vacating the decree on

motion and ex parte affidavits. It might as well be said

that if an original bill had been filed to set aside the de-

cree and the compromise, we could not have set up the

estoppel, because we knew that the Court had power

and jurisdiction to vacate an original bill filed for that

purpose. Where the judgment is entered by consent,

where the parties have agreed that the judgment cor-

rectly evidences the contract which they have entered

into, the estoppel arises at once by virtue of their con-

tract.

This principle is lucidly set forth in the case of

Cornell University vs. Parkinson, 53 Pac, 138, where

it is said :
" The first rule to be considered is this : That

" the Court has absolute control of its decrees and judg-

" ments during the term at which they are rendered.
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They are, as expressed by some writers, within the

breast of the judge during the term. This is a whole-

some provision of the law, and necessary to the admin-

istration of justice. In the hurry of business, and con-

fusion incident to a term of Court, it often becomes

necessary to correct during the term, the mistakes that

have been made; and these can be corrected at any

time during the term, and the term is only one day, in

law; and persons who purchase property upon de-

crees must understand that rule, and purchase with

reference to it. That is the first rule to be considered,

and, upon that rule, I am inclined to think that there

is no estoppel of record here; that is by the mere entry

of the judgment, as the judgment does not become

final until the term adjourns—final in the sense that it

is beyond the control of the Court that pronounces the

decree. But there is an element in this case that in-

troduces another consideration: There was not only

a judgment taken here upon the petition upon a plead-

ing which claimed a certain amount, but there was an

agreed statement of facts entered into by the parties.

Now it is claimed that whatever may

be the effect of the mere filing of the petition and

taking judgment by default—whatever follows from

that—that where a party enters into a deliberate agree-

ment with all the other parties as to the extent of his

claim, and they act upon the faith of that, he ought

not afterwards to be heard to say that the statement

is not correct. That is not altogether an estoppel of
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" record, but an equitable estoppel I think

" that under the facts of this case, without disputing the

" proposition that that judgment is within the control

" of the Court during the term, that there is an equita-

" ble estoppel against the university."

In the premises it is submitted that the order appealed

from be reversed.
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